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An Introduction to the CIS Controls


CIS Controls

Who is CIS and NIST?


•The Center for Internet
Security, Inc. (CIS) is a nonprofit organization formed in
2000. Based out of New York,
CIS hosts the Multi-State
Information Sharing and
Analysis Center (MS-ISAC) and
provides guidance to many
public and private sectors
through their published security
controls and secure system
benchmarks.

A cautionary tale…

5:40 A.M. EST. on March 22nd, 2018
Reports of a computer outage reach the city of Atlanta’s Information
Management team. They scramble into action to bring systems back
online, but the damage is done. Atlanta has fallen victim to the
SamSam Ransomware that’s been targeting government
organizations throughout early 2018. SamSam had already picked off
targets such as the Colorado Department of Transportation, the
Municipality of Farmington, NM, and Mississippi Valley State University.
The hackers behind SamSam focus on government entities,
considering them easy targets that are often understaffed and
underfunded. While most ransomware attacks spread via spam
emails, SamSam is different; it targets unpatched vulnerabilities in
internet connected servers to break into networks. The ransom note is
$56,000. For a week, Atlanta is plummeted back in time. Mayor
Keisha Bottoms answers to the public in press conferences on three
separate occasions. The city is unable to take payments for utility
services, public facing websites are dark, the public Wi-Fi at Atlanta
International goes down, and employees have no computers to use
to do their jobs. Federal cyber security specialists respond to the
attack, but it’s too little too late. When everything is said and done,
recovery efforts cost the city’s tax payers more than $2.6 million.
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•MS-ISAC was founded in 2002
to serve as a 24/7/365 threat
monitoring and mitigation
center for state and local
government agencies. The
Center provides two-way
information sharing between
Federal cyber security focused
agencies and smaller
government entities. MS-ISAC
provides coordination in, and
early warning of, security
incidents to help the nation’s
State, Local, Tribunal, and
Territorial (SLTT) governments.
•The National Institute of
Standards and Technology
(NIST) is a non-regulatory
agency under the US
Department of Commerce
founded in 1901. NIST prepares
recommendations and
standards for many scientific
and technology focused
industries to help ensure
alignment with federal laws.
NIST produces many
guidelines, such as their
Special Publications (SP). NIST
references the CIS Controls in
their Cybersecurity Framework
as a recommended
implementation path to ensure
compliance and security.
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What could have been done?
Atlanta, like all the entities that fell before them, could have been spared that agonizing week
long systems outage had just a little extra care been put into security and recovery planning
before that fateful day in March. If the City been following the CIS Controls, the attack would
have never happened. While NIST federal standards provide excellent guidelines for all
organizations, the CIS controls translate those often obtuse standards to practical concepts
any organization can follow. Let’s step through parts of the Atlanta attack to see how the CIS
controls would have stopped the assault in its tracks.

Infiltration
SamSam requires an attacker to manually hack into a network in order to deploy the
ransomware. Like most attackers, these adversaries looked for the path of least resistance. Any
target that doesn’t have basic defenses in place becomes easy pickings, so why bother
chasing advanced targets that are putting up a fight? Atlanta made a fatal mistake by
exposing SMBv1, a 25-year-old communications protocol with many known vulnerabilities, to
the internet on one of their modern web servers. This weak protocol allowed the attackers to
brute force their way into the network with relative ease. In fact, 24 hours after the attack had
begun, that server was still showing that vulnerable service to the world. Here’s a snip from
March 23rd taken by a security researcher while recovery efforts were underway…

If the City had been following basic control #3 - Continuous Vulnerability Management – by
running security scans through paid or free software offerings, they would have been aware of
the issue before the attackers were. Or, if the City had been following basic control #5 –
Secure Configuration – by ensuring unnecessary services weren’t running on that server in the
first place, the hole wouldn’t have existed for entry. Even control #12 – Boundary Defense –
could have stopped the attacker’s initial forced entry attempts by leveraging a modern Next
Generation Firewall to block suspicious connections from the outside world.
Basic security controls escape so many organizations across the planet that hackers never
have to look very far for an easy payday. As this is being written, over 2 million systems have
some version of SMB exposed to the Internet. This most likely falls foul of control #5 and control
#12, just like Atlanta did. In the State of Florida there are over 8,500 servers exposing the
incredibly vulnerable SMBv1 for all the world to see. Any attacker can easily find them with a
simple online search…
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And that’s what that search looks like. Any of these systems could be picked off at any given
time with the same initial attack that befell the City of Atlanta. Exposing unnecessary services
to the Internet should never be an acceptable risk.
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The Spreading Disease
SamSam spread so far after the initial installation for a myriad of reasons. For example, Atlanta
wasn’t following control #8 – Malware Defenses – properly. Workers reported that antivirus (AV)
software installed on servers and computers wasn’t up-to-date. When SamSam struck Atlanta,
the malware had already been detectable by most modern AVs since its initial discovery in
2016, two years before Atlanta fell victim. Using an up-to-date anti-malware software,
especially one that includes advanced functions such as sandboxing or heuristic analysis,
would have prevented the installation of the malware on the network. Control #2 – Inventory
and Control of Software Assets – could have slowed or stopped the attack as well if Atlanta
had a list of approved software for their systems and wasn’t allowing the installation of
unknown applications. This is a process done by creating blacklists (unapproved software)
and/or whitelists (approved software), and can be implemented in most modern Windows
environments for no additional financial cost through tools such as Microsoft’s AppLocker.

That is a safer screen for staff to encounter than this…
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Recovery Efforts
Ultimately, though, all the best defenses may be subverted. Or systems may be brought down
by hardware failure or natural disaster. Organizations that neglect to pay proper attention to
controls #10 – Data Recovery Capabilities – and #19 – Incident Response – will find themselves
right where Atlanta did at some point in their history, facing an insurmountable bill just trying to
bring back some sense of normalcy to their environment. Atlanta’s management team
thought they were following control #10 properly by regularly backing up their data to offsite
facilities. That’s a great practice that all organizations should be striving to follow. However,
control #10 isn’t just about sending copies of your data away, it’s also about ensuring that you
can get that data back. Best practices dictate that organizations test their backup and
recovery capabilities regularly. Atlanta didn’t, and when the time came, their backups were
found to be faulty. Data was lost. That original $56,000 ransom ballooned to an end cost of
over $2.6 million because Atlanta was forced to hire specialty recovery services companies to
come in and help with the restoration of corrupted data and improperly backed up systems.
“The Atlanta Department of Procurement lists eight emergency contracts initiated between
Match 22 and April 2 with a total value of $2,667,328. The bulk of the expenditures relate to
incident response and digital forensics, extra staffing, and Microsoft Cloud infrastructure
expertise, presumably all related to clawing back the systems that the hackers had frozen. The
city also spent $50,000 on crisis communications services from the firm Edelman, and $600,000
on incident response consulting from Ernst & Young.” –Lily Newman, Wired.com, April 23 rd, 2018
Proper planning for times of hardship with control #19 would have helped Atlanta’s IT staff
respond quicker as well. Incident response and disaster recovery planning doesn’t have to be
a complicated affair. Free runbook templates and policy templates are available from many
reputable organizations including SANS, NIST, and more. A little preparation today can mean
the difference between a minor inconvenience and the complete loss of critical infrastructure.
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A Quick Look at All the Controls
The CIS Controls act as a guideline to ease implementation and help ensure complete security
coverage for your network and systems. Developed with input from the National Security
Agency, the US Department of Energy, and law enforcement agencies, these controls are
designed to ensure organizations are better aligned with the information security requirements
of NIST SP 800-53, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, PCI-DSS, ISO 27001, and US CERT
recommendations. Beyond simply checking boxes for compliance, we can choose to accept
these 20 points as a challenge to continuously enhance and expand any organization’s
security posture from maybe good-enough to something beyond the attacking capabilities of
most adversaries. Remember that security, and these controls, are an iterative process that is
never considered “done”. Though there are many paid services that can greatly enhance
your organization’s adherence to these controls, the Information Security Community has
produced many excellent open-source tools to fill gaps where budget is a concern. Let’s take
a brief look now at each control on a high level and example tools to assist with securing your
environment.
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The Basic Controls
These first six are considered to be the most critical to implement right away. CIS considers this
first grouping to be capable of defending against ~85% of known attacks. The base concept
behind all of these is the idea that if your organization maintains a clean environment, and
watches for problems before attackers can find them, then most of your bases are covered.
1. Inventory and Control of Hardware Assets
Organizations properly implementing this control have a well-documented inventory of all
the hardware assets in their environments (mobile devices, servers, desktops, etc.). This
inventory is regularly updated (quarterly or better, but at least annually) and may feature
information on where systems are located and who is supposed to be regularly using that
system. Organizations may also use tools that automatically monitor their network for new
and unknown devices and at least categorize them into the inventory appropriately. Better
versions of automated tools can take some form of action to control the access this
unknown system has in the environment (for example, automatically blocking the unknown
computer from talking to servers or other high value targets). This control prevents malicious
endpoints from being introduced to your networks and ensures you know more about your
network equipment than an attacker does.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Spiceworks Help Desk Tool Suite

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
ForeScout CounterACT

https://www.spiceworks.com/downloads/

https://www.forescout.com/products/counteract/

Capable of continuously monitoring your local network
for all hardware and software attached and putting it
into a searchable inventory complete with user
information.

Expands on the continuous inventory monitoring seen in
Spiceworks by including the ability to automatically apply
control actions on guest and unknown\malicious
endpoints such as blocking endpoints from the network or
forcing registration and compliance actions.

2. Inventory and Control of Software Assets
Often combined with Control #1 as it features the same underlying concepts and
implementation ideas, except focusing on the software running on devices instead of just
the devices themselves. Organizations properly implementing this control have a regularly
updated inventory of software running in their environment, as well as a list of all the
approved software that is allowed to be run on organization owned systems. Organizations
take that approved software list and create a whitelist of allowed applications, and then
only allow those applications to be installed on and run on managed systems. Unauthorized
and unknown applications are blocked from being installed or executed, preventing the
introduction of most malware to the network.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Spiceworks + Microsoft AppLocker

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/systemcenter-configuration-manager-features

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threatprotection/windows-defender-applicationcontrol/applocker/what-is-applocker

SCCM allows for inventory and application\system control
in an environment including automating patching.

AppLocker allows organizations to create whitelists of
approved applications, or at least blacklists of unwanted
executable types (ex.- unauthorized PowerShell scripts),
and enforce those controls across their Windows domain.

Carbon Black Endpoint Protection
https://www.carbonblack.com/products/

Uses whitelists and default deny to stop unwanted apps.
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3. Continuous Vulnerability Management
Organizations implementing #3 fully expand upon the application and device control
created in #1 and #2 by ensuring their systems are up to date, preferably via automated
patching for all software and systems. Continuous monitoring and scanning is put in place
to watch for vulnerabilities on the network through a well-regarded and SCAP (Security
Content Automation Protocol) compliant vulnerability scanner. The feedback from regular
scans is taken and used to patch, isolate, or otherwise remediate concerns before an
attacker can exploit it. This keeps an organization’s attack surface (or exposed concerns
and risks) to a minimum, upping the difficulty for any would-be adversary.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
OpenVAS (Greenbone)

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Tenable Nessus or Tenable.io

http://www.openvas.org/

https://www.tenable.com/products/nessus/nessus-professional

A well regarded vulnerability scanner based on the Nessus
engine from before Nessus became a proprietary tool.
Capable of identifying most critical vulnerabilities.

One of a myriad of closed-source scanning solutions that
can provide continuous credentialed scans of an
environment, providing the attacker’s view.

4. Controlled Use of Administrative Privilege
To implement control #4 is to adopt the security concept known as “Least Privilege”. This
means that staff, guests, administrators, and anyone else on the network is given the lowest
possible amount of rights\access to systems and data that’s required for performing their
job functions. Staff that do not require administrative access, or the ability to change,
systems are not given these capabilities. Guests are not allowed to access important
network segments. Staff that do require administrative access are given separated
accounts or extra controls for performing those actions instead of using their primary, lower
privilege account (ex.- an account that someone uses to browse social media and check
email should not have complete, unrestricted access to all systems and data on the
network). Administrative access is logged and audited to prevent insider abuse. Any shared
passphrases are strong and stored in a secure password vault to monitor for and prevent
unauthorized use. Administrative access is locked behind multi-factor authentication. This is
the idea of combining multiple pieces of information to prove the user’s valid access by
combining from two or three of the following pools: What you know (ex.- password, security
question answers), What you are (ex.- fingerprint, retina scan), What you have (ex.Smartcard, USB hardware key). Requiring a password and a security question is NOT multifactor authentication. Requiring a password and a Smartcard IS an example of multi-factor
authentication. Following these steps limits an attackers’ ability to steal credentials and
move through a network and helps prevent the spread of malware. Phishing and other
credential harvesting attacks are common ways hackers gain access to networks, so
limiting privilege directly limits the impact of lost\compromised usernames and passwords
and greatly slows malicious entities.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Teampass

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Centrify

https://teampass.net/

https://www.centrify.com/

A locally hosted web application that allows for secure
sharing of passwords inside a network between members
of a systems administration team. Supports Active
Directory integration and Two Factor Authentication.

Follows an enhanced version of “Least Privilege” known as
“Zero Trust”, pushing for almost no uncontrolled rights and
access in an environment. Allows for audit and control of
access to all types of operating systems.
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5. Secure Configuration for Hardware and Software on Mobile Devices, Laptops,
Workstations, and Servers
Control #5 ensures that systems being deployed in a network meet basic levels of security
before being used by staff or connected to the Internet. Default accounts included on the
system may need to be changed, encryption may need to be enabled to protect data
from theft, unnecessary services and applications will need to be removed, and more
configuration changes may need to happen in order to minimize the types of attacks a
system is vulnerable to. Organizations implementing this control will at least use a formal
benchmark or checklist to standardize the deployment process. Tools may be used to
check the level of security of a system before it is ready to be put into a production
environment to ensure it meets minimum standards, or automated tools may be used to
handle the deployment and configuration setup in order to prevent misconfiguration.
Benchmarks, baselines, and configuration documentation is regularly updated to keep up
with changes in technologies and new security enhancements.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
CIS Benchmarks,
Microsoft Security Compliance Manager,
Microsoft Security Compliance Toolkit

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
CIS-CAT Pro,
Microsoft SCCM
https://www.cisecurity.org/cybersecurity-tools/cis-cat-pro/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/systemcenter-configuration-manager-features

https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks/
https://www.microsoft.com/enus/download/details.aspx?id=53353
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threatprotection/windows-security-baselines

CIS-CAT can quickly check many different types of systems
for properly secure configurations. Microsoft System Center
Configuration Manager can be used to automatically
deploy and configure secure Windows-based systems on
the network.

Benchmarks help demonstrate properly secure
configurations that should be followed. Microsoft tools
can be used to quickly check the security of different
Windows-based systems to ensure secure configurations.

6. Maintenance, Monitoring, and Analysis of Audit Logs
This control ensures that organizations are keeping tabs of changes or concerns in their
network as they happen. Logs contain information from operating systems, applications,
hardware, etc., keeping track of such events as users logging on, new software being
installed, network connections to suspicious locations, and more. Gathering this data from
all network systems into an easily searchable location can improve not just security, but time
to resolve any problems encountered in a system’s operation. Logs are critical in
determining what happened, and where the problem came from, when things inevitably
slip through the cracks or malfunction. Retention time should be considered as well, since
advanced threats may take 90 to 180+ days to locate inside a network. Advanced
correlation engines (known as SIEMs, or Security Information and Event Management) that
are fed these logs can help alert on problems before they flare up, or automate specific
security and problem-solving actions inside a network (ex.- automatically disabling an
account after too many failed login attempts in a day).
Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Graylog (Log Management),
SIEMonster (SIEM),
OSSIM (SIEM)

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Splunk (Log Management, SIEM),
SolarWinds Log & Event Manager (SIEM),
Alienvault USM (SIEM)

https://www.graylog.org/
https://siemonster.com/
https://www.alienvault.com/products/ossim

https://www.splunk.com/
https://www.solarwinds.com/log-event-manager-software
https://www.alienvault.com/

Tools for gathering logs and alerting for security events.

Tools for automating actions in a network on events.
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The Foundational Controls
These ten controls expand on the great foundation and clean environment created in the
Basic Controls. They cover the other ~15% of possible attacks, and make preventing or
cleaning up all known attacks a much easier process. Organizations who fully implement these
controls are a challenge for even the most experienced of hackers and malware creators.
7. Email and Web Browser Protections
Control #7 helps to control common malware and hacker infiltration channels. Spam
regularly accounts for over-half of all global email, and over 90% of phishing emails are now
connected to ransomware campaigns. Organizations following Control #7 only allow staff
to use currently updated and approved web browsers. Often web traffic is sent through
some form of proxy server that allows the organization to track where users are going,
restrict access to inappropriate and malicious websites, and to monitor for malware before
it can be downloaded to computers. A strong spam filter will be deployed in front of the
organizations mail servers, whether those servers are a cloud hosted system such as
Office365 or a local mail server. A good spam server can minimize phishing emails by
checking for known users in Active Directory or looking at mail records. Many advanced
mail filters will sand-box, or run attachments, in a secure environment before allowing users
access to them to ensure they aren’t malicious.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
pfsense (MailScanner, HAVP, Squid Proxy)

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
ProofPoint

https://www.pfsense.org/

https://www.proofpoint.com/us

pfsense is an open source firewall with many easy to
manage plugins that can be turned on and off as
needed. Mailscanner can provide spam filtering for local
email systems. HAVP and Squid Proxy allow for monitoring
and blocking unwanted or malicious web traffic.

ProofPoint provides strong mail filtering with excellent
protection against phishing, ransomware, and more.
It is also recommended to use HTTPS decryption and layer 7
monitoring on a next generation firewall in order to
minimize possible attack traffic.

8. Malware Defenses
Though Control #7 will prevent the vast majority of infections from malicious software,
control #8 allows for blocking infections brought into the environment through CDs or USB
drives, or new malware that slips through the cracks. A good anti-virus is no longer
“signature based”, or only able to detect known malware that the vendor has already
created a mitigation for. Modern anti-virus software checks all files on read\write for
suspicious behavior in real time, often stopping ransomware before it can encrypt a single
file. A proper business class AV is also centrally managed, preventing individual endpoints
from becoming out-of-date. AV logs are also an excellent resource to gather in the event of
a breach or other incident for review and may wish to be fed directly into a logaggregation or SIEM style tool such as implemented in Control #6.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Armadito Antivirus,
Windows Defender
https://armadito.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/comprehensive-security

Armadito is a recently developed project that’s built on
the ClamAV engine and features central management.
Defender is built into current Windows operating systems.

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Trend Micro
https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/business/products/userprotection/sps/endpoint.html

Modern AV products, such as Trend Micro OfficeScan XG,
Sophos Intercept X, Palo Alto Traps, etc., incorporate
heuristics, automatic scanning when files are opened, and
are designed to help stop ransomware in its tracks.
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9. Limitation and Control of Network Ports, Protocols, and Services
Organizations following good benchmarks and secure configuration standards will strive to
minimize unnecessary ports and services inside their network. These provide extra attack
points for hackers and may allow an attacker to learn more about your environment than
you wish to share. An unnecessary port was all it took for Atlanta to be brought down.
Control #9 should be combined with a strong boundary defense, or firewall and network
security appliance, in order to minimize network access. Tools can be used to audit
networks and systems to confirm that unneeded ports, or running applications and services,
aren’t open and exposed to both the internal network and the Internet at large.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Nmap,
Shodan
https://www.pfsense.org/
https://shodan.io
Nmap can be used to perform local network inventories,
discovering running systems and open ports\services.
Shodan allows an organization to see what ports and
services have been exposed to the Internet for all to see.

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
ManageEngine Network Discovery,

ForeScout CounterACT
https://www.manageengine.com/networkmonitoring/network-device-discovery.html

https://www.forescout.com/products/counteract/
Many commercial tools leverage Nmap and similar
network mapping utilities as part of their operation in order
to create a full network inventory and to find open ports.

10. Data Recovery Capabilities
Any control can fail, and Control #10 ensures that an organization can recover when the
inevitable does happen. Atlanta took weeks to recover because it failed to ensure that it
was properly following this control, and many companies have been put out of business as
a result of not maintaining good backups (ex.- the shuttering of JournalSpace and
Ma.gnolia.com in 2009 or Code Spaces in 2014). An organization that has implemented this
control should be regularly (daily or better, weekly at worst) backing up data to an off-site
facility in a different geographic region. Some organizations may elect to backup entire
systems or applications as well to speed up recovery time during an incident. The more
redundancy (or extra insurance) that can be built into a backup system or plan, the better.
It may be a good idea to backup to both a local system for quicker recovery and a Cloud
provider for critical emergencies to ensure complete coverage. A good backup strategy
can be implemented easily from within Windows itself, or through an extra utility to ease
management. It is also critical to regularly test backups (quarterly or better) to ensure that
your organization can retrieve data when disaster strikes. The consequences of failing to test
backups is a lesson many organizations have learned the hard way.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Crashplan Free,
Windows Server Backup
https://www.crashplan.com/enus/download/

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Commvault,
Crashplan
https://www.commvault.com/
https://www.crashplan.com/en-us/business/

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-serveressentials/manage/manage-server-backup-in-windowsserver-essentials

Commercial backup tools allow for easy Cloud and offsite
backup, as well as for backups with less time between
data creation\access and the backup being taken. This
can lead to faster recovery times, and the need for less
data to be recreated after an issue has occurred.

Crashplan allows organizations to backup to local
systems automatically with their free utility.
Critical servers and applications can also be backed up
from within Windows using a backup server.
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11. Secure Configuration for Network Devices
Server and endpoint operating systems shouldn’t be the only devices following secure
configuration benchmarks or being checked for improper setup problems. Network
infrastructure devices can be critical points of entry for many advanced attackers. Control
#11 operates in much the same way as Control #5, but focuses on routers, switches,
firewalls, and similar network appliances. CIS maintains benchmarks that can be followed
for many common network infrastructure pieces, and many vendors publish best practices
to help ensure the security of their systems. At a minimum, network devices should have any
default credentials changed to match strong password requirements.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
CIS Benchmarks,

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
ManageEngine Network Configuration Mgmt.,
Tripwire Configuration Compliance Manager

https://www.cisecurity.org/cis-benchmarks/

Benchmarks help demonstrate properly secure
configurations that should be followed.

https://www.manageengine.com/networkconfiguration-manager/features.html
https://www.tripwire.com/products/tripwireconfiguration-compliance-manager/
Commercial tools can check network configurations for
security issues and remediate concerns automatically.

12. Boundary Defense
Organizations properly implementing this control have a network security appliance
separating their internal networks from public access. At a minimum, this is a firewall
appliance watching traffic at the “network” layer (communication layer that establishes
connections between computers in different network zones such as your internal network
and the Internet). Better firewalls, often called Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFW), include
advanced features such as the ability to watch traffic at “Layer 7” or the “Application
Layer” (this means the firewall can analyze all traffic and activity moving across a network,
going so far as being able to distinguish the difference between, say, social media traffic
from music streaming apps and business critical applications). A good boundary defense
combines multiple security monitoring devices and may be incorporate a network Intrusion
Detection System (IDS – passive system that alerts on suspicious activity) or Intrusion
Prevention System (IPIS – active system that works to automatically block suspicious traffic),
as well as a honey pot system (a decoy that appears unguarded to trick attackers into
wasting time and revealing themselves early in an attack cycle). Many NGFW systems may
bundle an IDS\IPS or external sensor system into one easy to administer appliance. Firewall
and related network appliance logs should be captured, stored, and fed to the log
aggregation system or SIEM deployed in Control #6 in order to correlate intrusion attempts
with any suspicious activity found inside the network.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
pfsense (ModSecurity, iptables, Snort)

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Palo Alto
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/

https://www.pfsense.org/
pfsense modules such as Snort allow for monitoring
suspicious activity (IDS), and ModSecurity and IPTables
can be combined to prevent unwanted network
connections (Layer 3 firewall with limited Layer 7
capabilities compared to a commercial appliance).

Commercial NGFWs from vendors such as Palo Alto can be
combined with related Anti-Virus solutions to automatically
secure networks from internal and external threats, monitor
all network traffic at any layer, and shut down any
suspicious traffic before it can reach internal systems.
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13. Data Protection
Control #13 focuses on keeping private data private. Organizations that have implemented
this control are using encryption (a background process that encodes, or randomly
scrambles, data in a manner that requires special “keys”, bits of data like a password or
hardware items such as a yubikey, to descramble and convert into a human readable
format helping ensure that data can’t be seen by attackers even if the data is stolen)
where ever possible. Workstations, mobile devices, and maybe even servers are encrypted
by default to prevent access to data if the item is physically removed. Organizations
monitor where their data is being stored, such as Cloud services, to minimize the chances of
data accidentally or purposefully being leaked. Critical or sensitive data is stored in
separate locations from general information and requires auditable, credentialed access to
assist in monitoring. Organizations may wish to employ File Integrity Monitoring (FIM) tools
inside their network that constantly monitor for inappropriate access to any data, or a
Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) on Cloud Services to track data movement on the
Internet. Data Loss Prevention (DLP) tools can also be setup to monitor outbound emails,
USB drive use, and other extraction points for data moving out of the organization.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
VeraCrypt,
BitLocker

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Sophos SafeGuard,
Skyhigh Networks
https://www.sophos.com/enus/products/safeguard-encryption.aspx
https://www.skyhighnetworks.com/

https://www.veracrypt.fr/en/Home.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/windows/security/informationprotection/bitlocker/bitlocker-overview

Tools such as SafeGuard allow for encryption of files on a
network by default. Skyhigh and related services (such as
CASBs) monitor Cloud data for exfiltration.

Tools such as VeraCrypt and BitLocker allow workstations
and servers to have the hard drives encrypted at rest to
prevent data access in the event of theft.

14. Controlled Access Based on the Need to Know
Organizations properly implementing this control are expanding on Control #13, Data
Protection, by combining it with the security principal of Least Privilege (discussed in Control
#4). These organizations have clearly written policies and procedures for staff to follow in
order to classify the data being created according to different standards. These
classifications are then used to restrict access to data so that different staff can use only the
pieces of data they need (for example, Human Resources staff may need access to
background check records that Accounting staff do not need to be able to see). At a
minimum, organizations following this control have segregated places to store data (such
as different network shares) that only specific users can access according to job function.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Windows Server Data Classification

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Varonis
https://www.varonis.com/

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windowsserver/identity/solution-guides/scenario--get-insightinto-your-data-by-using-classification

Allows data to quickly be categorized and have access
permissions setup on the fly when new files are created.
Tools such as this focus on Need to Know by job role and
create easy to audit access logs for data.

Allows for some data classification in a Windows domain
and can be combined with Active Directory groups to
restrict access based on department of job function.
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15. Wireless Access Control
Control #15 focuses on restricting network access through wireless means. Wireless networks
have become common place in work environments as they allow for ease of movement,
however they can create huge security holes and may not be allowed in secure
environments. At a minimum, organizations should be using the strongest encryption and
security standards their wireless access points will allow (at the time of this writing, that
would mean using the “WPA2” option with an incredibly strong, long passphrase as an
absolute minimum standard). Stronger systems use centralized controllers that block access
to unknown devices and authenticate users against a system such as Active Directory.
Unrestricted wireless access should be considered a major security violation and guest
wireless access networks should feature at least a “captive portal” (login page that forces
guests to accept certain rules) and its own segregated network segment that doesn’t have
access to any internal resources. Mobile devices and workstations should also restrict other
wireless communication technologies such as Bluetooth and Near Field Communications
(NFC) to prevent local attacks that could lead to an attacker either stealing data or
dropping a backdoor into a system. Wireless networks should constantly be monitored for
“rogue” (unknown or unwanted and possibly malicious) devices and access points that can
be added easily. Staff should never use public or unknown wireless networks without some
basic protections, such as using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) client that creates an
encrypted tunnel back to the staff’s workplace, to prevent attackers from eavesdropping
on their communications. Wireless networks invite abuse and are easy targets for hackers as
current wireless standards allow for quick cracking of access passwords (a WPA restricted
wireless network using only a password for authentication can be broken into in as little as
30 seconds), so their use should be minimized and monitored whenever possible.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
PacketFence,
OpenWRT
https://packetfence.org
https://openwrt.org/
PacketFence is an open source project that allows for
some network access monitoring and control. OpenWRT
and related distributions can be used to setup captive
portals on many inexpensive access points.

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Forescout,
Pwnie Express
https://www.forescout.com/
https://www.pwnieexpress.com/wireless-network-security

Can be used to control access to wireless networks by
including the ability to automatically apply control actions
on guest and unknown\malicious endpoints such as
blocking endpoints from the network or forcing registration
and compliance actions.

16. Account Monitoring and Control
Organizations implementing this control have expanded on the ideas introduced in Control
#4, Controlled Use of Administrative Privilege, and are regularly monitoring and auditing for
accounts that have too many access rights. New accounts are created following the least
privilege security principal, and annual audits are conducted to ensure long time workers
haven’t been granted more access than needed (known as “privilege creep”).
Organizations may even implement automated alerting for possible violations, such as a
PowerShell script that sends an email any time a user account is added to the Domain
Admins Active Directory group or a tool that records all tasks performed with certain rights.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
PowerShell Monitoring and Alerting Scripts

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
ManageEngine ADAudit Plus,
Centrify

https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/powershell/scripting/powershellscripting?view=powershell-6

https://www.manageengine.com/products/active-directory-audit/

https://www.centrify.com/
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The Organizational Controls
These final four controls help to engrain security best practices and a clean network into the
very culture and processes of an organization. Organizations who fully implement these
controls take the privacy of their users and the security of their data seriously enough that
security isn’t an after-thought, but a focal point of all design and implementation.
17. Implement a Security Awareness and Training Program
Control #17 addresses most attacker’s favorite vulnerability, people. Phishing and similar
social engineering attacks are commonly used to steal staff credentials and gain access to
buildings and networks. A well trained workforce is less likely to fall for these tactics and can
spot unusual activity before it leads to a breach. The Department of Homeland Security,
CIS, and many security organizations provide free or affordable training materials, or
training programs can be tailor-made in-house depending on need. Staff should be trained
on relevant policies and procedures, as well as real-world attacks such as tailgating
(unauthorized access by following employees through a door) or shoulder surfing (watching
over an employee’s shoulder as they perform their duties). A trained staff can spot a
phishing message without opening it, and knows the relevant personnel to report such
suspicious activity to. A successful training program is regularly updated to match the
current threat landscape and sees staff undergoing training annually. A strong program
may break training down into easily digestible pieces that staff complete each month or
week in an ongoing fashion. An organization may wish to test staff regularly to see how well
they adhere to training and to help cover gaps in knowledge.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
GoPhish

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
KnowBe4
https://www.knowbe4.com/

https://www.pfsense.org/
Allows for easy phishing of an organization’s staff with
simple campaigns and excellent reporting so staff can
be followed up with if they fail. Staff that fail can be
automatically redirected to training materials such as
relevant videos and training documents.

Creates an ongoing security awareness campaign that
trains staff on all forms of policy, procedure, and practical
attack concerns. Includes the ability to phish staff and
direct staff that fail to continuing training resources.

18. Application Software Security
Organizations following control #18 strive to incorporate security directly into the
applications and websites they publish. The organization’s development team is trained in
“secure coding” practices (see materials from an organization such as the Open Web
Application Security Project, OWASP, for an example of coding best practice). These
organizations also test their websites and applications through manual and automatic
processes (known as “fuzzing”) to ensure that outside attackers won’t be able to find gaps
or attack vectors through their web presence.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
OWASP ZAP

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
Rapid7 InsightAppSec

https://www.pfsense.org/

https://www.proofpoint.com/us

Can be used for manual and basic automatic testing of
websites for common security issues and secure coding
violations.

Automatically tests applications for possible vulnerabilities
or other concerns to prevent attackers from leveraging an
organization’s own app against themselves.
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19. Incident Response and Management
Control #19 is primarily a policy and procedure control. Organizations that have
implemented this control have excellent documentation that can be followed when
problems strike, such as incident response runbooks and a Disaster Recovery Plan. These
organizations have settled on procedures and relevant tools and have trained staff that are
familiar with these tools ready to get to work when the call strikes. Smaller organizations may
not do full incident response in house, but maintain an external vendor that specializes in
CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team). Organizations should test their plans
and response capabilities with regular exercises (such as an annual table top), whether their
CSIRT is in house or contracted out. This allows an organization to isolate, contain, and
remediate issues with minimal business interruption and the maximum evidence
preservation for possible law enforcement follow up. However, it should always be noted
that good incident response prioritizes the health of the organization over the preservation
of evidence and law enforcement will not begrudge an organization if evidence gets lost in
the recovery effort.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
TheHive Project
https://thehive-project.org/

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
CarbonBlack Incident Response

Open source projects such as TheHive allow incident
response teams to quickly gather evidence and analyze
it in a collaborative environment to speed up the
isolation and mitigation of suspicious events.

Vendor tools such as CarbonBlack’s Incident Response
allow organizations to quickly and remotely isolate infected
systems and track infections and attacks in real time for
quicker mitigation and recovery.

https://www.proofpoint.com/us

20. Penetration Tests and Red Team Exercises
Organizations use control #20 in order to fully assess their systems implementation and gain
an outsider, or attacker’s, view point. Different types of penetration tests may be utilized
depending on the perspective that you wish to gain. Though internal teams can conduct
these exercises, it is best for small and medium sized organizations to consider hiring an
outside agency that specializes in attack techniques in order to locate any and all holes.
You will want to define the scope, or systems that are allowed to be tested, and decide on
the type of test to be conducted. A “white” test is where you give all information and
access to the attacking organization (similar to an insider threat) and will yield the best
overall results. A “grey” test allows limited information and access, usually focusing on
specific systems such as websites, in to control the scope. A “black” test is performed by an
outside agency with no knowledge or access granted beforehand. This final exercise shows
exactly what an outside adversary sees and might be able to attack. Penetration tests
should be conducted regularly (once a quarter, but at least annually) as systems are
updated, implemented, or overall changed and new vulnerabilities are being discovered
every day.

Open Source\Free Tool Example(s)
Kali Linux
https://www.kali.org/
Kali Linux is a well-regarded distribution that bundles
many common hacking tools into one easy to use box.
This can be used by inside or outside teams to test
applications and networks.

Proprietary\Paid Tool Example(s)
A-LIGN
https://a-lign.com/cybersecurity/penetration-testing
A specialty security provider can perform full penetration
tests of networks, web applications, physical security, and
test staff through social engineering. They can assist with
finding weak spots before an attacker does.
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